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Artist : Sin Wai Kin

Left: Sin Wai Kin, A Dream of Wholeness in Parts (still), 2021. Single-channel video, 4K, colour, sound. 23 minutes 3
seconds. Produced by Chi-Wen Productions.
Right: Sin Wai Kin, If I had the words to tell you we wouldn’t be here now [live performance at Chi- Wen Gallery, 16
January 2019] (still), 2019. Single-channel video, colour, sound, 22 minutes 15 seconds. Commissioned by Chi-Wen
Gallery.

To coincide with Taipei Dangdai 2022, Chi-Wen Gallery presents two works by Turner
Prize nominee Sin Wai Kin. Informed in equal measure by the imaginative possibilities of
drag and speculative fiction, Sin’s practice spans performance, moving image, and texts.
In their work, the artist takes on a series of metamorphic identities that queer the traditional
binaries of masculine and feminine, authenticity and performance, fact and fiction.
Following its premiere performance at Chi-Wen Gallery in 2019, If I had the words to tell
you we wouldn’t be here now (2019) was presented in two successive versions as part of
Meetings on Art at the 58th Venice Biennale (2019), and Age of You at the Museum of
Contemporary Art, Toronto (2019). In each iteration of the performance, the artist
collaborated with a local instrumentalist in a musical dialogue that articulates ideas beyond
language.
Produced by Chi-Wen Productions, A Dream of Wholeness in Parts (2021) is Sin’s most
ambitious work to date. Shot with a local production team on location in Taipei, the film has
garnered international acclaim. A Dream of Wholeness in Parts received its premiere at
the BFI London Film Festival in 2021 and is currently touring UK museums as part of the
British Art Show 9.
In Sin’s performance If I had the words to tell you we wouldn’t be here now, the tropical
flora of Chi-Wen gallery’s garden pulsates with artificial light, glowing blues and purples
that transform the natural environment into an otherworldly space. Draped in a silk gown in
gold with coral blue embroidery and flowing water-sleeves [⽔水袖] typical of Chinese opera
costumes, the artist performs a monologue reflecting upon the violence of naming, an ‘act
of mastery’ by which identities become fixed.
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Drawing on the conventions of drag, Sin lip-syncs to a pre-recorded soundtrack of their
own voice in an intimate dialogue that seems to both directly address the audience and the
artist’s multiple selves, in a reflective engagement with the manifold nature of identity. Sin’s
voice is accompanied by the sound of the Pipa [琵琶], a classical Chinese string
instrument performed by the Taiwanese musician Lien Peiju [連珮如]. During the
performance, musical motifs stand in for the names that determine identity, from gendered
pronouns to nationalities. As a non-binary individual of mixed heritage, Sin uses the
wordless gestures of music to transcend linguistic categories of difference such as race,
gender, and sexuality.
A Dream of Wholeness in Parts takes inspiration from the Taoist philosopher Chuang Tzu
[莊⼦子], who famously described a dream so powerful that it led him to question reality itself;
whether he was indeed a man who dreamed of a butterfly, or a butterfly that dreamed of a
man. Sin restages Chuang Tzu’s existential thought experiment, as two characters – The
Construct and The Universe, both performed by the artist – wake from a series of dreams
that undermine the distinction between the inner world of the mind and the physical world
outside.
Further developing the artist’s critique of language, A Dream of Wholeness in Parts reflects
upon the socially constructed power of names to segment the world into apparently
incoherent parts, separating mind from matter, male from female, human from non-human.
As a radical alternative to these dualisms, Sin points back to the primordial soup, the
biologically rich oceans of the pre- human Earth where life existed as an unseparated
whole. In Sin’s film, this primordial soup is figured both in Taiwan’s sea and a bowl of
noodles, a play on the homophone 混沌 [hundun, primordial chaos] and 餛飩 [hundun,
wonton].
Born in Toronto, Sin discovered an opportunity for experimentation in London’s drag circuit,
which gradually began to converge with their artistic practice. Produced under the name
Victoria Sin, the artist has described their early works as an attempt to ‘embody and
explode this image of white femininity’, with glamorous costumes, balloon-like silicone
breasts, and elaborately painted faces, inspired by both drag culture and Chinese opera.
In 2020, Sin started to experiment with masculine identities in their practice and in turn
adopted their Cantonese birth name, which is gender neutral. Marking a significant shift in
their work, Sin began to take on a whole new cast of characters, some reappearing in
multiple films in the artist’s ever-expanding universe. Storytelling, the process by which
language produces identities, is at the heart of Sin’s practice, which seeks to imagine
alternative realities.
Sin Wai Kin has featured in various major exhibitions, biennales and festivals including
British Art Show 9 (various venues, UK, 2021-2022); BFI London Film Festival (London,
UK, 2021); Age of You (Museum of Contemporary Art, Toronto, CA, 2020); Kiss My
Genders (Hayward Gallery, London, UK, 2019); and Meetings on Art (58th Venice
Biennale, Venice, Italy, 2019). Their work is included in the collections of the British
Museum (UK), The Ingram Collection of Modern British Art (UK), and the Sunpride
Foundation (Hong Kong).
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Founded in 2004 by Chi-Wen Huang, Chi-Wen Gallery is one of Taiwan's leading galleries,
showing the best of contemporary Taiwanese art with a focus on video and photography.
The gallery is dedicated to supporting emerging artists with curatorial projects that explore
the most cutting-edge subjects and has been actively participating in local and
international art fairs. As such Chi-Wen Gallery is very much connected with today's art
and represents artists whose work continues to grow in historical importance. Over the last
decade Chi- Wen Gallery has fostered the careers of a diverse group of internationally
renowned artists, both emerging and established, whose practices transformed the way art
is made and presented in Taiwan today. These artists include Chang Chao-Tang, Chen
Chieh-Jen, Chang Li-Ren, Hung Tung-Lu, Hu Ching-Chuan, Jawshing Arthur Liou, Peng
Hung-Chih, Tsui Kuang-Yu, Wu Tien-Chang, Wang Jun-Jieh, Yao Jui-Chung, Yuan GoangMing, Yu Cheng-Ta, Su Misu and among others.
In 2020, Chi-Wen Gallery established Chi-Wen Productions during the global pandemic
and released its first title God -Men: Episode I in 2021 in which five artists were appointed
as film directors. The recent film production “Sin Wai Kin, A Dream of Wholeness in Parts
(2021)” is touring for British Art Show 9 and nominated for Turner Prize 2022.
Chi-Wen Gallery has been an active participant in local and global art fairs and festivals,
including Art Basel Hong Kong, Frieze Art Fair and LOOP Barcelona.
(Video: Art Basel - Meet the Gallerists: Chi-Wen Gallery https://youtu.be/zJprPO8_0OA)
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